GENERAL POD DESCRIPTION

Our main goals are increasing awareness of the NHSEB and assisting with both the North Carolina and National High School Ethics Bowls.

The pod’s members serve crucial functions during NHSEB events and promote the program on campus and beyond through social media material production and case writing, as well as collecting and analyzing data on program participation.

CASE FEATURE INTERVIEWS

Extra! Extra! Don’t Read About It!, with Lois Boynton, PhD (Guido)
To Forgive or Not To Forgive, with Cameron Ballard-Rosa, PhD (Jacky)
Billionaire Backfire, with Ryan Doody, PhD (Spencer)

DATA COLLECTION + ANALYTICS

Scott and Jonathan compiled demographic and economic data on hundreds of participating schools to better ensure equity in NHSEB programming, and helping provide information for grant distribution. Scott also helped develop a new survey, used at the North Carolina High School Ethics Bowl to better understand participants’ situations and impression of the events.

CASE WRITING FOR ETHICS BOWL

Universal Basic Income, 2020 National Case Set, Guido Chiriboga
Pride, Inc., 2020 National Case Set, Jacky Wang
Forced Chemotherapy, 2020 Regional Case Set, Jacky Wang

STATE YOUR CASE: STUDENT CASE COMPETITION

All NHSEB Pod members served as preliminary reviewers for the NHSEB’s Student Case Competition, evaluating and ranking all case submissions, and ultimately helping to select the finalists.

NORTH CAROLINA HIGH SCHOOL ETHICS BOWL

NHSEB Pod Members were crucial to the success of the 2020 North Carolina High School Ethics Bowl, providing essential logistical support in the lead-up to the event, and serving several roles at the bowl itself: as judges, moderators, scorekeepers, and more.

NEXT STEPS FOR THE NHSEB POD

In lieu of this year’s NHSEB, the Parr Center will be debuting NHSEBOnline, with the continuing logistical support of the NHSEB Pod. Pod members who return next year will continue working on NHSEB 2021, writing cases, assisting with media production, and promoting the NHSEB program more generally.
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